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09.00h Welcome and Introduction
Prof. Ian Poll, ICAS President; Dr. Detlef Müller-Wiesner, ICAS PC Chairman

09.15h The OMEGA Initiative, Aviation in a Sustainable Environment
Prof. Ian Poll, Cranfield University; UK

10.00h Sustainable Aviation, NLR and Partners Research
Ir. Roland Vercammen, NLR; NL

10.45h Coffee Break

11.15h Aircraft Emissions – Climate Research, Status and Next Steps
Prof. Joachim Szodruch, DLR; D

12.00h Lunch

13.15h Environmental Problems of the SSBJ Engine in the HISAC Project
Ph. De Saint Martin (Dassault Aviation, F); Dr. Artur Mirzoyan, CIAM; RU

14.00h Lufthansa, The Environmental Concept of a Global Operating Airline
Dr. Karl Heinz Haag, Lufthansa; D

14.45h Coffee Break

15.00h The FAA Environmental Policy
Dr. Carl Burleson, FAA, US

15.45h Messages and Conclusion from the Workshop
for the ICAS 2010 Nice Plenary Session “Aviation and Environment”
Workshop Participants, Moderation: PC Chairman

16.15h Workshop Closing